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Yesterday, Jack Brown (aged 9) and his mum, 

Laura, (29) opened their famous fast food 

place- near their beloved house, The Old 

Cottage- the famous ‘Harmonious Harp’. They 

made it public after the tragic disaster on 

Tuesday, following Jack swapping the families 

last precious remaining pennies for some 

enchanting magic beans. Jack’s Fast Food 

has been very loved and very popular over 

the years, until the strict city council decided to 

construct an immense overpass. The road that 

the café rested on was closed down. But that did 

not stop the builders going to have breakfast and 

lunch and dinner at the food van and buying the 

luxurious food.  Jack stated that he and Laura 

were kept extremely active dishing up hundreds 

of plates of sausages and eggs and bacon and 

brewing countless cups of tea and coffee. Laura 

reported they were kept busy all day and all 

night. 

One evening Laura told Jack to go and buy milk 

and coffee beans. He came across an ancient 

man, who beckoned him over. The old man gave 

him a strange deal. Jack for some magic beans. 

Jack ran home with the beans in his palm. Laura 

hurled them out the window. Jack reported that 

he was sent to bed with no supper. He woke up 

early and was surprised to see a colossal green 

plant. Curious as ever, he started to scale the 

immense beanstalk, soon disappearing with his 

dog Bella high into the clouds. 

Jack stated “Well, old Billy, (that is the giant’s 

name) he was so lonely up there. Me myself, 

well, I was not too delighted to see the overpass 

crash, but it did bring back our customers, so I 

am not too bothered. As a bonus, Billy is a 

brilliant chef, so I am very happy in the way it 

turned out.” 

The destruction is cleared from the smashed 

overpass, and it is not particularly likely that the 

council will fork out for a new one. Plus, the 

Harmonious Harp is the winner of the Global 

Business Prize! 

The Harmonious Harp Wins BIG!!! 


